Mutations are the root source of genetic variation and underlie the process of 17 evolution. Although the rates at which mutations occur vary considerably between 18 species, little is known about differences within species, or the genetic and molecular 19 basis of these differences. Here we leveraged the power of the yeast Saccharomyces 20 cerevisiae as a model system to uncover natural genetic variants that underlie 21 variation in mutation rate. We developed a high-throughput fluctuation assay and 22 used it to quantify mutation rates in natural yeast isolates and in 1040 segregant 23 progeny from a cross between BY, a lab strain, and RM, a wine strain. We observed 24 that mutation rate varies among yeast strains and is highly heritable (H 2 =0.46). We 25
Introduction

34
Mutations are permanent changes to the genome of an organism that can result from 35 DNA damage that is improperly repaired, from errors in DNA replication, or from the 36 movement of mobile genetic elements. Mutations give rise to genetic variants in 37 populations and are the wellspring of evolution. Mutations also play a major role in 38 both inherited diseases and acquired diseases such as cancer. 39
40
The mutation rate can be defined as the number of mutational events per cell division, 41 generation, or unit of time (Baer et al. 2007) . Mutation rates tends to be 42 approximately 10 -9 to 10 -10 mutations per base pair, per cell division, for most 43 microbial species (Drake et al. 1998 ), making them difficult to measure and compare 44 across individuals. As a consequence, the effects of genetic background differences 45 on mutation rates have only been investigated on a small scale (Demerec 1937) . Two 46 types of experimental approaches have been used to measure mutation rates in yeast. 47
The first is the fluctuation assay (Luria and Delbrück 1943) . This method requires a 48 gene with a selectable phenotype such that loss-of-function mutations in the gene 49 enable the mutants to grow in the corresponding selective conditions. Spontaneous 50 mutation rate is then estimated from the distribution of mutant numbers in parallel 51 cultures. Lang and Murray applied the fluctuation assay to S. cerevisiae and estimated 52 the per-base-pair mutation rate in yeast (Lang and Murray 2008a) . A second method 53 tracks mutation accumulation during experimental evolution and uses whole-genome 54 sequencing to estimate mutation rates (Zhu et al. 2014 ). This approach also provides 55 information on the number, locations and types of spontaneous mutations. However, 56 this assay requires growing the mutation accumulation lines over hundreds of 57 generations, as well as sequencing many genomes. Although the fluctuation assay is 58 faster and cheaper, the need for many parallel cultures makes it laborious to extend it 59 to many different strains. 60
61
Here we developed a modified version of the fluctuation assay to enable higher-62 throughput measurements of spontaneous mutation rates. We used the new assay to 63 quantify mutation rates across genetically distinct yeast strains and observed 64 considerable variation. To find the genes underlying the observed variation, we 65 applied the modified fluctuation assay to a large panel of 1040 segregants from a 66 cross between the laboratory strain BY4724 (hereafter referred to as BY) and the 67 vineyard strain RM11-1a (hereafter referred to as RM). We identified four loci 68 associated with mutation rate variation and narrowed the two loci that contributed the 69 most to mutation rate variation to missense variants in the genes RAD5 and MKT1. 70
We also found interactions between alleles of RAD5 and MKT1. 71 72
Materials and Methods
73
Yeast strains and media 74
Seven natural S. cerevisiae strains (Table S1 ) were used in this study. The 1040 75 segregants derived from BY4724 (MATa) and RM11-1a (MATa, MKT1-BY, 76 ho∆::HphMX, flo8∆::NatMX) were generated, genotyped and described previously 77 (Bloom et al. 2013 ). The RM::MKT1-BY strain was made previously by our lab. The 78 BY::RAD5-RM strain and the RAD5 variants substitution strains (Table 1) to prevent evaporation, and incubated at 30ºC with shaking for ~48 hours. 100µl 106 saturated cultures were spot-plated onto canavanine plates in a four by six 107 configuration using a Biomek FX P automated workstation. Plates with spot-plated 108 yeast culture were dried in the laminar flow hood (Nuair) for half an hour or until dry, 109 and incubated at 30ºC for ~48 hours. We imaged the plates using an imaging robot 110 (S&P Robotics BM3-SC), and the number of colonies in each spot was manually 111 counted from the images. An example of the imaged plate is shown in Figure S1 . culture (as a proxy for the number of cell divisions given the starting inoculum is 120 much smaller than N). In the segregant panel, we defined a mutation rate score that 121 was calculated as the residual phenotype after regressing out the effect of average 122 number of cells per strain (N) from the estimate of m per strain across all of the 123 segregants. 124
125
For each of the seven natural isolate strains, we performed ninety-six replicates of the 126 fluctuation assay, which means we had ninety-six estimations of mutation rate. In 127 each replicate three cultures were plated onto canavanine plates, and the number of 128 resistance colonies in these three plates were fitted into the Luria-Delbrück 129 distribution to estimate the mutation events per culture (m). One culture was diluted 130 and plated onto YPD to determine the number of cells per culture (N) in each 131 replicate. Given the number of replicates used for estimate m and N were limited, the 132 mutation rate estimation for the seven natural isolate strains had large variance. For 133 the BYxRM segregants panel, twelve independent replicate cultures were plated onto 134 canavanine plates for every segregant. The number of canavanine resistant colonies in 135 these twelve plates was fitted into the Luria-Delbrück distribution to calculate the 136 number of mutations per culture (m), and one culture was diluted and plated on the 137 YPD plates to determine the number of cells (N). Given only one culture was used to 138 estimate the number of cells (N) for each segregants, which means the mutation rate 139 estimation from the equation = / would be largely affected by that one measure 140 of N. To minimize the noise driven by the measure of N, we removed the segregants 141 with relatively less accurate measure of N from the later QTL mapping, only 843 142 segregants with confident measure of m and N were used. Furthermore, we defined a 143 mutation rate score that regressed out the effect of N instead of the division. We used 144 the mutation rate score of segregants for later QTL mapping. For each allele 145 replacement strain (Table 1) , ninety-six replicates of fluctuation analysis were 146 performed, providing us ninety-six estimations of mutation rate. In each replicate, 147 twelve cultures were plated onto canavanine plate to estimate the number of 148 mutations per culture (m), and three cultures were pooled, diluted and plated on YPD 149 plates to determine the number of cells per culture (N). 
QTL mapping 164
In order to control for intrinsic growth rate differences and plate position effects, we 165 normalized the traits for growth by fitting a regression for growth of the yeast that 166 were in the same layout configuration on control plate (YPD agar plates for mutagen 167 sensitivity assay). Residuals were used for QTL mapping. We tested for linkage by 168 calculating logarithm likelihood ratio (LOD scores) for each genotypic marker and 169 trait as -(ln (1 − ! )/(2 ln 10 ) , where r is the Pearson correlation coefficient 170 between the segregant genotypes and the segregant mutation rate or DNA damaging 171 agents sensitivity. The threshold declaring the significant QTL effect was calculated 172 from the empirical null distribution of the maximum LOD score determined from 173 1,000 permutations (Churchill and Doerge 1994) . The estimated 5% family-wise error 174 rate significance thresholds were 3.52, 3.62, 3.61 and 3.64 for mutation rate, mutagen 175 sensitivity for 4NQO, MMS and H 2 O 2 respectively. The 95% confidence intervals 176 were determined using a 1.5 LOD score drop. The code and the data for QTL 177 mapping is available at 178 https://github.com/gouliangke/Mutation-rate/tree/master/qtl_mapping 179 180 Amplicon sequencing of the CAN1 region in segregants 181 1040 segregants were assigned into four groups according to their alleles at gene 182 RAD5 and MKT1 (Table S2 ). We collected the cananvanine resistant colonies from 183 the canavanine plates that we used to measure the mutation rate of segregants in the 184 and several replicate assays are needed for a robust measurement of the mutation rate 219 in each strain (Lang and Murray 2008b) . We modified the fluctuation assay into a 220 high-throughput method for measuring mutation rates in many strains in parallel. We 221 grew cultures in 96-well plates, automated the spotting of cultures, and used high-222 resolution imaging to rapidly count mutants on many plates (Methods, Figure 1A) . 223
The automated spotting process for 96 strains took only approximately twenty 224 minutes, and the imaging process required even less time. These improvements 225 enabled us to measure the spontaneous mutation rates in the hundreds of strains 226 necessary for genetic mapping. 227 228
Spontaneous mutation rate varies among yeast isolates 229
To investigate mutation rate variation among S. cerevisiae strains, we measured the 230 spontaneous mutation rate of seven yeast isolates using the high-throughput 231 fluctuation assay (Table S1 ). The seven strains span a large range of yeast genetic 232 diversity (Schacherer et al. 2009 ). We found that the mutation rates of these strains 233 range from 1.1×10 -7 to 5.8×10 -7 mutations per gene per generation, with a median of 234 1.7×10 -7 (Table S1, Figure S2 ). The median mutation rate was very similar to the 235 previously reported mutation rate at CAN1 (Lang and Murray 2008a). In particular, 236 the mutation rate we observed for the BY strain (1.7×10 -7 ) is very similar to the 237 previously reported rate, which was measured in strain W303 (1.5×10 -7 ) (Lang and 238 Murray 2008a), consistent with the fact that W303 shares a large fraction of its 239 genome with BY (Liti et al. 2009 ). An analysis of variance (ANOVA) showed that 240 strain identity explained a significant fraction of the observed variance in mutation 241 rates (F=69.9, df=6, p<2×10 -16 ) ( Figure S2 ). The fraction of total variance in mutation 242 rates explained by the repeatability of measurements for each strain, 46%, serves as 243 an upper bound for the estimate of the total contribution of genetic differences 244 between strains to trait variation (broad-sense heritability or H 2 ). We observed that 245 RM, a vineyard strain, had a mutation rate higher than all other strains ( Figure S2) . 246
Four QTLs explain the majority of observed mutation rate variation 248
In order to find the genetic factors underlying the difference in mutation rate between 249 BY and RM, we performed quantitative trait locus (QTL) mapping in 1040 genotyped 250 haploid segregants from a cross between these strains (Bloom et al. 2013) . We 251 measured the mutation rate of each segregant using the high-throughput fluctuation 252 assay (Methods). We estimated the fraction of phenotypic variance explained by the 253 additive effects of all segregating markers (narrow-sense heritability) to be 30% 254 and Kruglyak 2008) ( Table 1 ). The BY strain carrying the RM allele of RAD5 318 (BY::RAD5-RM) had a higher mutation rate than the BY strain (permutation t-test, 319 mean difference=2.9x10 -7 , p<1x10 -4 ), demonstrating that the RM RAD5 allele 320 increases mutation rate ( Figure 3A) . This result is consistent with the observed 321 difference between segregants grouped by parental allele at RAD5 (mean 322 difference=2.3x10 -7 ). The RM strain carrying the BY allele of MKT1 (RM::MKT1-BY) 323 had a higher mutation rate than the RM strain (permutation t-test, mean 324 difference=6.1x10 -7 , p<1x10 -4 ), showing that the BY MKT1 allele increases mutation 325 rate ( Figure 3A) , consistent with the direction of effect observed in the segregants. 326
327
To gain a finer-level understanding of the two missense variants between BY and RM 328 in the gene RAD5, we tested strains (Demogines et al. 2008a ) in which these sites in 329
BY were individually replaced with the RM alleles (Table 1) by site-directed 330 mutagenesis. Strains with either variant had a higher mutation rate than BY 331
(permutation t-test, mean difference=0.9x10 -7 , p<1x10 -4 for BY::RAD5-I791S; mean 332 difference=0.3x10 -7 , p=6x10 -4 for BY::RAD5-E783D) ( Figure 2B ), suggesting that 333 both variants contribute to the higher mutation rate. The BY strain with the I791S 334 substitution had a higher mutation rate than the BY strain with the E783D substitution 335
(permutation t-test, mean difference=0.6x10 -7 , p<1x10 -4 ) ( Figure 2B ), consistent with 336 the PROVEAN prediction of a stronger effect for the I791S variant. However, neither 337 variant alone nor the additive effect of the two variants fully recapitulated the increase 338 in mutation rate that we observed when replacing the entire coding region of RAD5 in 339 BY with the RM allele (F=67.6, df=1, p=3.3x10 -15 ), suggesting an interaction between 340 the two variants. To follow up on these results, we measured sensitivity to three different DNA 358 damaging agents in our panel of 1040 segregants ( Table 2 ). The compounds assayed 359 included methyl methanesulfonate (MMS), an alkylating agent that induces DNA 360 double strand breaks and stalls replication forks (Hampsey 1997) , 4NQO, an 361 ultraviolet light mimetic agent (Hampsey 1997 ) and hydrogen peroxide (H 2 O 2 ), a 362 compound that induces DNA single and double strand breaks (Hampsey 1997) . We 363 observed that segregants with higher mutation rate, and presumably less efficient 364 DNA repair systems, were more sensitive to MMS, 4NQO and H 2 O 2 ( Figure S4) , 365 consistent with our hypothesis that deficiencies in DNA repair increase the rate of 366 spontaneous mutations and increase sensitivity to DNA damaging agents. We 367 identified two large-effect QTLs for 4NQO and MMS sensitivity that overlapped with 368 the major QTLs for mutation rate (Figure 4A and B ). An interaction between RAD5 369 and MKT1 was observed for 4NQO sensitivity (F=8.5, df=1, p=0.004) ( Figure S5) . 370
The QTLs on chromosome 12 and 14 were still observed in the linkage mapping for 371 H 2 O 2 , but they had small effects ( Figure S6) . The large effect QTLs detected for H 2 O 2 372 sensitivity on other chromosomes likely reflects trait-specific effects of variants 373 acting on sensitivity to H 2 O 2 ( Figure S6) . 374 375 Similar mutation spectra in segregants with different RAD5 and MKT1 376 genotypes 377
In order to gain a better understanding of how genetic variation in RAD5 and MKT1 378 might influence the DNA damage repair process, we characterized the spontaneous 379 mutation spectrum at CAN1 in the segregants. We divided 1040 segregants into four 380 groups based on their genotypes at RAD5 and MKT1 and sequenced pools of CAN1-381 resistant mutants from each group (Table S2 ; Figure S7 ). The mutation spectra of the 382 four groups are shown in Table S3 and Figure S8 . C:G > T:A transitions were the 383 most frequently observed mutations. A:T > G:C was the rarest transition, and A:T > 384 T:A was the rarest transversion. The spectra for single base pair substitutions 385 observed here ( Figure S9 ) are similar to previous observations based on whole-386 genome sequencing of mutation accumulation strains (Zhu et al. 2014) . While there 387 were some differences in the relative frequencies of specific mutation types (for 388 instance, more C:G > G:C transversions in segregants with the RM MKT1 allele and 389 more A:T > C:G transversions in segregants with BY RAD5 allele), these mutation 390 differences were not statistically significant after correction for multiple testing. 391 392
Discussion
393
We developed and implemented a high-throughput fluctuation assay to directly 394 measure mutation rates in yeast. We used this assay to map four QTLs that influence 395 differences in the spontaneous mutation rate, and narrowed the two QTLs with the 396 largest effects to causal genes and variants. We attempted to gain insight into how 397 these variants might affect the mutation rate by comparing mutational spectra of 398 segregants grouped by genotype, but the differences we observed did not reach 399 statistical significance. 400
401
We identified RAD5 as the gene underlying the QTL with the largest effect on 402 mutation rate. RAD5 encodes a DNA helicase and ubiquitin ligase involved in error-403 free DNA damage tolerance (DDT), a pathway that facilitates chromosome 404 replication through DNA lesions (Hishida et al. 2009; Unk et al. 2010) . Previous 405 work showed that Rad5 is a structure-specific DNA helicase that is able to carry out 406 replication fork regression (Blastyák et al. 2007 ), a process of remodeling the 407 replication fork into four-way junctions when replication perturbations are 408 encountered (Neelsen and Lopes 2015) . This process was hypothesized to promote 409 DNA damage tolerance and repair during replication (Neelsen and Lopes 2015) . We 410 showed that two non-synonymous variants between BY and RM in the helicase 411 domain affect mutation rate. The RM allele of RAD5 increases the sensitivity of yeast 412 to 4NQO and MMS (Demogines et al. 2008b) , probably due to a defect in replication 413 fork regression. Thus the RM allele of RAD5 causes both decreased growth in 414 mutagenic conditions and a higher mutation rate in non-stressful normal conditions. 415
416
We furthermore showed that polymorphisms in MKT1 contribute to mutation rate 417 variation. MKT1 is a highly pleiotropic gene that has been shown to affect levels of 418 transcript and protein abundance for numerous genes (Smith and Kruglyak 2008) strains. We hypothesize that Mkt1 has a previously unknown function in DNA 442 damage repair, mediated through its XPG domain. 443
444
We found that variants in RAD5 and MKT1 contribute to both mutation rate variation 445 and mutagen sensitivity. These results suggest that spontaneously occurring mutations 446 may have a similar mutation spectrum to those created by 4NQO Interestingly, RAD5 fell within one of the QTLs found to influence adaptability. 459
Together with our observation that RAD5 influences mutation rate, this finding 460 suggests that differences in mutation rate can affect the adaptability of organisms. 461 462 for helpful discussion. We would like to especially thank the Alani lab in Cornell 466
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